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Let I be an ideal in 2t”] which is compressed with respect to a given element. We 
show that among the largest intersecting families of I there is always a star, as 
conjectured by Chvatal. As an easy corollary we obtain a result of Schiinheim. We 
also show that if an ideal I has a basis B,, . . . . B, such that the B, can be partitioned 
into two l-stars, then I satisties Chvatal’s conjecture. ~ii 1992 Academic Press. Inc. 
A collection Z of subsets of a finite set X is called an ideal (hereditary 
family) if A E Z, B c A *BE I. G is called an intersecting subfamily of Z if 
no two sets in G are disjoint. An intersecting subfamily S of Z is called a 
star if there exists an element jE X such that jE A for all A E S. Chvatal [3] 
conjectured that if Z is an ideal, then among the maximum intersecting sub- 
families of Z, there is a star. Chvatal [3] proved that if the elements of X 
are given a linear order and Z is an ideal of X with the following property: 
{ al, a2, . . . . a,} EZ and bida;, imply that {b,, b,, . . . . b,,} EZ, then Z satisfies 
the conjecture. It has been stated in [9] and again in [4] that Chvatal 
proved his conjecture for ideals Z which are “compressed” with respect to 
a given element, say j. “Compressed” means that substituting a j for any- 
thing else in an element of Z gives another element of Z. A close inspection 
of [3] will show these statements to be false. 
D. L. Wang and P. Wang [S] generalized Chvatal’s theorem in the 
following way. Let T be a tree with root r and leaves a,, . . . . u,. Let v be any 
node in T. We denote the set of nodes in the unique path from r to v by 
[r, v] and define x < y if [r, x] E [r, y]. An ideal Z is said to have a 
hereditary tree structure if 
(a) every set of Z is contained in [r, a,] for some a, ; 
(b) if (.ti, . . . . x,,} E Z, and ~1~ Q xi, i = 1, . . . . n, then { y,, . . . . I!~} E I. 
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Wang and Wang [S] proved that if Z has a hereditary tree structure T, 
then Chvatal’s conjecture is true. 
We generalize the above results in the following way. An ideal Z is said 
to have a dominant element if there exists an element j E X, such that if 
A = (a,, . . . . u,,~EZ and j#a, then A,EZ where A,=A-(a,}u(j)-. We 
prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let Z he an ideal in 2[“’ with a dominant element. Then I 
has a maximum intersecting subfamily F, with the dominant element 
contained in each element of F. 
To prove our theorem we will need the following theorem of Berge and 
a definition. 
THEOREM 2 (Berge [2]). If I is an ideal of subsets qf a finite set X, then 
I is the disjoint union of pairs qf disjoint subsets qf X, together with @ if 111 
is odd. 
EXAMPLE 1 (See [ 1, p. 1031). Let Z consist of the following subsets of 
{1,2,3,4,5> : a, {l}, {2), [3), (4}, {S), (1,2}, (1,3}, (2,3}, fL4)T 
{2,4), (l,S}, {3,5,, {4,5), (1,2,3), jl,2,4}, {1,3,5}. Then Zis the 
union of the following pairs of disjoint sets together with @ : { 1 } and 
{4,5); (2) and {1,3,5 ); (3). and { 1,2,4); (43 and {1,2,3}; (5) and 
{1,4}: {1,3) and {2,4 1; {I, 2} and {3, 5); { 1, 5). and (2, 3). 
DEFINITION. If Z is an ideal, A E Z is a base if A E B, B E Z =E. A = B. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Suppose Z is a minimal ideal violating the claim; 
note II) > 1. (Without loss of generality we will assume that 1 is the domi- 
nant element of I.) Let 9?Z = {B,} be the bases of Z not containing 1. Let F 
be a maximum intersecting subfamily of I. If Z has some base C that 
contains 1 but is not of the form B,-(a}u{lf, then Z’=Z-{C} is a 
smaller ideal satisfying the hypothesis. Minimality of Z thus implies CE F. 
Since F- (C> is an intersecting family in I’, we have IF’1 = IFI - 1, where 
F’ is a maximum intersecting family in I’. By induction, the star generated 
by 1 is a maximum intersecting family in Z’, and adding C yields an inter- 
secting family in Z of size IFI in which every set contains 1. 
Hence we may assume that every base of Z containing 1 has the form 
B, - {u} u { 1). Let I’ be the ideal generated by 9, and let F’ = Fn I’. No 
set in F’ (or I’) contains 1; we aim to replace F’ in F by IF’1 sets 
containing 1. This will suffice, because the condition above implies that 
every set in I- I’ contains 1. Using Berge’s theorem to partition I’ into 
disjoint pairs, let H’ be the collection of mates of the sets in F’. Since F’ 
is intersecting, H’ n F’ = (21. Furthermore, for YE H’, the set Y u { 11 is 
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disjoint from the mate of Y in F’, which implies Y u { 1) q! F- F’. Letting 
H={Yu{l}:YM’}, we obtain F- F’u H as a star in I with the same 
size as F if we can show H c I. By the minimality of I we have Bje F for 
each i. Since Bj E F’ and F’ n H’ = 0, we have Bi +! H’. This means that any 
YE H’ is non-maximal in I and has the form A - (a} for some A E I. The 
hypothesis then guarantees that Y u { 1 } E I. 1 
COROLLARY 1 (Schonheim [6]). Let ‘4 1, . . . . A, be the basis elements of‘ 
an ideal I such that A, c7 A2 n . . n A, # Q5. Then ChvLital’s conjecture is 
true. 
Proof: Any element in the intersection of the basis elements of I is a 
dominant element. 1 
Theorem 1 can be used to give an easy proof of the following theorem 
which has been proved by Daykin and Lovasz, Schonheim, Seymour, 
among others (see [l] for references). 
THEOREM A. rf& is a collection of subsets of X (X= { 1, 2, . . . . n}) such 
that ifA, BE& then AnB#(ZI andAuB#X, then IA(62”-2. 
Proof Apply repeatedly the following shift operators Si to &. For 
1 < j<n define 
if jEA, 1 $A, (A-{j})u {l}$d 
otherwise. 
We then obtain a new collection d* such that Id*1 = ld( and d* 
satisfies the assumptions of our theorem. Let I be the ideal generated by 
d*. By Theorem 1 above we see that I has a maximum intersecting family 
F containing 1. Note that if SE F and 1 E S then (X- S) u ( 1 } $ F. Thus at 
most half of the sets in X containing 1 can be in F=> 1 FI ,< 2”- 2. But IFI > 
/&*I = I&l; thus we are done. 1 
Before proceeding, we need the following definitions and theorems. 
DEFINITION. Let C= (B,, . . . . B,} be a collection of subsets of a finite set 
X such that all pairwise intersections of the B, are identical. Then C is 
called a strong star. 
DEFINITION. If C is a strong star with n B, = D and IDJ = k, then we 
call C a strong k-star and D the k-set of C. When k = 1 we will just call 
C a l-star. 
THEOREM 3 (Stein [7]). If Z is an ideal having n > 2 bases such that 
n - 1 bases form a strong star, then Chvcital’J conjecture is true. 
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THEOREM 4 (Kleitman and Magnanti [S]). Let F be an intersecting 
family of subsets of X with the property that each set in F contains at least 
one of the elements x, , .x1 E X. Then there is an intersecting ,family F’ 
subordinate to F (i.e., A’ E F’ =S ‘4’ G A E F) that satisfies: 
6) IF’1 3 IFI 
(ii) either x, is contained in every element of F’ or x2 is. 
We are now in the position to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let I be an ideal in 2[“’ and let B,, . . . . B, be the basis 
elements of I. If the B, can be partitioned into two l-stars, then I satisfies 
ChvLital’s conjecture. 
Proof Let C, and Cz be any partition of the B, into two l-stars. By 
Corollary 1, we may assume that their l-sets are disjoint. Without loss of 
generality assume that { 1) is the l-set of C, and that (2) is the l-set of 
C, (we will also assume that n > 2). If either IC,I = 1 or ]C,I = 1 we are 
done by Theorem 3. Thus we may assume that lC,[ 2 2. Let I, be the ideal 
with basis elements B, E C,. Define Zz similarly. Let F be any maximum 
intersecting subfamily of 1. By Theorem 3 we may assume that IFn C,I 3 2. 
Now observe that if D, EE Fn I,, then { 13 G D n E. Similarly, G, 
HE Fn I, = (2) E G n H. Thus every element of F contains either 1 or 2. 
Therefore by Theorem 4 our proof is complete. 1 
EXAMPLE 2. Let I be the ideal (1~2~~~~) with the following basis 
elements: (1,2, 10, 14, 151, {1,2,6, 11, 14, 19}, (4, 10, 11, 19}, (3, 5,6}, 
(3, 5, lo}, (6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 18, 20). Then the basis elements of 
I can be partitioned into the following l-stars. 
c, = {{1,2, 10, 14, 15}, (4, 10, 11, 191, {3, 5, 101, 
{6,7,8,9,10,12,13,16,17,18,20~)({10)isthe1-setofC,) 
Cz={{l,2,6, 11, 14, 19}, {3,5,6)).((6)isthel-setofC& 
By Theorem 5 we see that I satisfies Chvatal’s conjecture. 
The above research was done when the author was visiting Arizona State 
University. I would like to thank ASU for its financial support while 
undertaking this research. I would also like to thank Doug West for his 
helpful comments. 
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